Neuronal activity often leads to alterations in gene expression and cellular architecture. 24 The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, owing to its compact translucent nervous 25 system, is a powerful system in which to study conserved aspects of the development 26 and plasticity of neuronal morphology. Here we focus on one sensory neuron in the 27 worm, termed URX, which senses oxygen and signals tonically proportional to 28 environmental oxygen. Previous studies have reported that URX has variable branched 29 endings at its dendritic sensory tip. By controlling oxygen levels and analyzing mutants, 30 we found that these branched endings grow over time as a consequence of neuronal 31 activity. Furthermore, we observed that the branches contain microtubules, but do not 32 appear to harbor the guanylyl cyclase GCY-35, a central component of the oxygen 33 sensory transduction pathway. Interestingly, we found that although URX dendritic tips 34 grow branches in response to long-term activity, the degree of branch elaboration does 35 not correlate with oxygen sensitivity at the cellular or the behavioral level. Given the 36 strengths of C. elegans as a model organism, URX may serve as a potent system for 37 uncovering genes and mechanisms involved in activity-dependent morphological 38 changes in neurons. 46 prolonged input or activity. These activity-dependent changes in neuron shape allow 47 animals to interact more adeptly with their environment. For instance, the growth and 48 pruning of specific synapses as well as axon and dendritic branches allow neural 49 circuits to alter synaptic weighting during forms of learning and homeostatic plasticity [1, 50 2]. Interneurons also adjust the number and shape of their minute dendritic spines to 51 filter input differently in neuronal networks [3][4][5]. In the sensory system, photoreceptor 52 outer segment length has been shown to change in response to different light levels [6]. 53 Thus, although the gross structure of the adult nervous system often remains static, 54 many neurons change shape at subtle spatial and temporal scales.
INTRODUCTION that branch elaboration is due to neuronal activity. The components of the oxygen 87 sensing pathway normally localize to a position at the end of the dendrite just beneath 169  170  171  172  173  174  175  176  177  178  179  180  181  182  183  184  185  186  187  188  189  190  191  192  193  194  195  196  197  198  199  200  201  202  203  204  205  206  207  208  209  210  211  212  213  214  215  216  217  218  219  220  221  222  223  224 88 the surface of the nose of the worm, where they are thought to assemble into a 89 signaling microdomain [26, 27] . Using a fluorescent tag, we examined the localization of 90 one of the main components of the oxygen sensation pathway and found that the 91 activity-dependent dendritic branches do not appear to be extensions of the oxygen 92 signaling compartment. Consistent with this finding, we found that more elaborated 93 dendritic branches do not increase sensitivity to oxygen at either the cellular or the 94 behavioral level. 95 Sensory endings in C. elegans have been compared to several different 96 structures in higher animals, such as dendritic spines, sensory cilia, and primary cilia 97 [13, 28] . In addition, many of the components of the URX sensory cascade have 98 homologous counterparts in the nervous systems of higher animals. URX may therefore 99 serve as a powerful system for identifying important conserved genes and mechanisms 100 involved in activity-driven morphological changes in other species. C. elegans uses the bilaterally symmetric neuron pair URX to sense 106 environmental oxygen levels [21, 22, 25] . The URX cell body is located in the head of 107 the worm near the posterior pharyngeal bulb, and each URX neuron extends an axon 108 into the nerve ring and a dendritic process to the nose of the worm ( Figure 1A) [19, 29, 109 30]. This dendritic process ends just beneath the skin, where environmental oxygen 225  226  227  228  229  230  231  232  233  234  235  236  237  238  239  240  241  242  243  244  245  246  247  248  249  250  251  252  253  254  255  256  257  258  259  260  261  262  263  264  265  266  267  268  269  270  271  272  273  274  275  276  277  278  279  280 tips with elaborate branches as "complex", and those without as "simple". Specifically, if   281  282  283  284  285  286  287  288  289  290  291  292  293  294  295  296  297  298  299  300  301  302  303  304  305  306  307  308  309  310  311  312  313  314  315  316  317  318  319  320  321  322  323  324  325  326  327  328  329  330  331  332  333  334  335  336 133 the dendritic tip had at least one secondary branch longer than 5 µm, we classified it as 134 complex; otherwise the dendritic tip was classified as simple. In worms grown in 21% 135 oxygen, the vast majority of dendritic tips were complex in each of the three transgenic 136 reporter lines (complex = 96.3%, 97.1%, and 93.7%), while worms grown in 1% oxygen 137 had mostly simple dendritic tips (complex = 8.2%, 14.7%, 18.4%) ( Figure 1D ). These 138 results show that oxygen drives growth of elaborate branches at the end of the URX 139 sensory dendrite, and that growth continues as long as the worm remains exposed to 140 oxygen.
141
Dendritic branches in URX are not actively broken down in low oxygen 142 The sensory transduction proteins in URX are localized to the dendritic ending 143 [26], so we hypothesized that the growth of the complex branching might represent a 144 form of homeostatic plasticity where the tips would expand in high oxygen and be 145 broken down in low oxygen in order to regulate the amount of sensory receptors in the 146 dendritic ending. To test this idea, we raised worms at 21% oxygen until day two of 147 adulthood, at which point we quantified the total length of the branches on a single 148 dendritic tip per worm. The imaged worms were then individually recovered and 149 maintained for the next two days at either high or low oxygen, at which point we again 150 quantified the total length of the branches ( Fig 1E) . We found that while the dendritic 151 branches in worms kept in high oxygen (21%) continued to grow over the two days, the 152 branches in worms moved to low oxygen (1%) neither grew nor reduced, but rather 153 stayed the same length. Thus, dendritic branches in URX are not broken down in a low 154 oxygen environment once established, and a visible "imprint" of high oxygen exposure 155 remains encoded in the morphology of the URX ending .   337  338  339  340  341  342  343  344  345  346  347  348  349  350  351  352  353  354  355  356  357  358  359  360  361  362  363  364  365  366  367  368  369  370  371  372  373  374  375  376  377  378  379  380  381  382  383  384  385  386  387  388  389  390  391  392   156 The oxygen sensing pathway is necessary for dendritic branch growth in URX 157 URX is a sensory neuron for oxygen, which suggests the possibility that branch 158 growth at the dendritic tip is caused by prolonged sensory activity. In URX, molecular 159 oxygen is coordinated at the dendritic tip by a heterodimer of the membrane-tethered 160 guanylyl cyclases 26, 27] . Together these proteins produce 161 intracellular cGMP when bound to oxygen, which in turn activates the cyclic nucleotide-162 gated cation channels 24, 33] (Figure 2A ). We examined 163 mutants lacking gcy-35, cng-1, or tax-4, and found that each mutant was profoundly 164 defective in growing branches at the dendritic tip in URX when maintained at 21% 165 oxygen until day four of adulthood (complex = 8.3%, 4.4%, 6.5%, respectively) ( Figure   166 2B). This strongly suggests that oxygen sensation drives branch elaboration at the URX 167 dendritic tip. 168 We also considered the alternative hypothesis that branch growth is repressed 169 by the hypoxia pathway in low oxygen (1%) and thus is revealed at high oxygen (21%).
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To test this hypothesis, we examined mutants lacking the prolyl hydroxylase EGL-9, 171 which mediates degradation of the hypoxia pathway transcription factor HIF-1 under 172 high oxygen conditions [34] . In egl-9 mutants, the hypoxia pathway is constitutively 173 active [35] . We found that the egl-9 mutant had normal URX branching at 21% oxygen 174 (complex = 90.1%, Figure 2C ), indicating that HIF-1-dependent gene expression is likely 175 not involved in repressing dendritic branch growth in low oxygen conditions.
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Taken together, these results support the idea that the GCY-35/GCY-36-CNG-1-177 TAX-4 oxygen sensing pathway drives branch growth under high oxygen conditions ,   393  394  395  396  397  398  399  400  401  402  403  404  405  406  407  408  409  410  411  412  413  414  415  416  417  418  419  420  421  422  423  424  425  426  427  428  429  430  431  432  433  434  435  436  437  438  439  440  441  442  443  444  445  446  447  448 and that the lack of branch growth in low oxygen conditions is due to decreased activity 179 of URX, not repression by the hypoxia pathway.
180
Intracellular calcium influx is sufficient for dendritic branch growth 181 Both cGMP and calcium levels increase in URX as a result of oxygen sensation.
182
To determine if calcium alone is sufficient for dendritic branch growth, we took 183 advantage of a gain-of-function allele of egl-19, the sole L-type voltage-gated calcium 184 channel in C. elegans [36] . The EGL-19 calcium channel is gated after depolarization of Figure 2D ).
191
First, we found that the egl-19(gf) In the egl-19(gf);cng-1 double mutant, 65% of URX dendritic endings had complex 201 branches, compared to 4.4% in the cng-1 single mutant. Intriguingly, we found that the 202 URX dendritic ending in the egl-19(gf);cng-1 double mutant often took on a blobby We next used super-resolution microscopy to gain a more detailed look at the 211 dendritic branches or lack thereof in wild-type and gcy-35(ok769) day-four adult worms 212 ( Figure 3 ). These higher resolution pictures of URX confirm the complex morphology of 213 dendritic endings in wild-type worms and the lack of branched dendritic endings in the 214 gcy-35 mutant. In addition, we noticed several interesting features at this resolution that 215 we were unable to discern by conventional microscopy. For one, nearly all gcy-35 216 mutant individuals had a small membranous fan structure attached to the end of the 217 dendritic stalk. This is reminiscent of the membranous fan-like structures that were 218 observed in the dendritic tips of the AWB chemosensory neurons in similar sensory 219 transduction mutants [13, 29, 30] . We also noticed several areas in the dendritic stalk 220 and in the outgrown branches that excluded GFP, leading to an intricate and 221 complicated internal structure. These exclusions are likely secretory vesicles, and may reflect dense secretory traffic in the wild-type dendrite to facilitate branching at the 223 dendritic ending..
224
Branched URX dendritic endings contain microtubules and do not appear to 225 expand an oxygen sensory compartment 226 To learn more about the nature of the branched dendritic endings in URX, we 227 utilized a strain in which the microtubule binding protein EBP-2 is tagged with GFP in 228 order to determine whether the cellular cytoskeleton extends into the outgrown dendritic 229 branches [37] . In day four adult worms, we found that EBP-2::GFP was present 230 throughout URX, including the dendritic branches, in all individuals examined (n = 231 15/15). This suggests that microtubules may play a role in cytoskeletal support and/or 232 cellular transport in these branched dendritic endings.
233
Components of the oxygen-sensing machinery, including the guanylyl cyclases 234 GCY-35 and GCY-36, localize to the ending of the dendritic stalk in URX, where they 235 are thought to associate with one another to form a signaling microdomain [26, 27] . We 236 used a strain in which GCY-35 is tagged with GFP to investigate whether the dendritic 237 branches in day four adults contain components of the oxygen sensing pathway and 238 may therefore be an expansion of the URX oxygen sensory compartment ( Figure 4B ). 239 We found that in all worms examined, GCY-35::GFP localized to the end of the dendritic 240 stalk in the nose, and in 75% of worms (n = 63/84), GCY-35::GFP was not visible in the 241 outgrown dendritic branches. In the remaining 25% of worms (n = 21/84), we noticed 242 GFP signal in the outgrown branches, though usually at a much lower level than is seen 243 at the end of the dendritic stalk. Although it is possible that GCY-35::GFP is present at 244 levels below our limit of detection, or untagged GCY-35 is present in the branches, we 561  562  563  564  565  566  567  568  569  570  571  572  573  574  575  576  577  578  579  580  581  582  583  584  585  586  587  588  589  590  591  592  593  594  595  596  597  598  599  600  601  602  603  604  605  606  607  608  609  610  611  612  613  614  615  616   245 interpret these data to mean that the outgrown branches at the dendritic ending of URX 246 are likely not an expansion of the sensory compartment. behaviors. To test this hypothesis, we chose to compare the cellular and behavioral 257 responses to oxygen in day one adults and day four adults grown in 21% oxygen, 258 because day four adults have more elaborated and developed branches at the URX 259 dendritic ending than day one adults. We chose not to study the cellular and behavioral 260 responses to oxygen for the sensory mutants described above because although they 261 fail to grow complex branches, they are impaired in oxygen sensation. Likewise, we did 262 not study wild-type worms maintained in 1% oxygen because although this prevents 263 complex branching, it may also cause the neuron to adapt in a way that would confound 264 our results [26] .
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To compare the cellular response to oxygen, we used the ratiometric calcium 617  618  619  620  621  622  623  624  625  626  627  628  629  630  631  632  633  634  635  636  637  638  639  640  641  642  643  644  645  646  647  648  649  650  651  652  653  654  655  656  657  658  659  660  661  662  663  664  665  666  667  668  669  670  671  672 268 back to 7% O 2 . We found that day one adults and day four adults displayed 269 indistinguishable calcium responses in this paradigm. In both cases, calcium levels 270 appeared to increase and stay sustained to a similar level and return to a similar 271 baseline with the same time course ( Figure 5A ). These results suggest that differences 272 in dendritic branch complexity and length do not correlate with differences in the 273 amplitude of calcium influx in the URX cell body in response to oxygen, fitting with our 274 finding above that the branches likely do not represent expansions of the URX oxygen 275 sensory compartment. 276 We also examined a URX-dependent behavior called bordering. Wild isolates of in the gene npr-1 in the standard lab strain N2 causes them to have a blunted oxygen 283 aversion compared to wild isolates, and therefore N2 worms also have a less 284 pronounced bordering behavior [39] . N2 worms with a loss-of-function in npr-1 border 285 similarly to true wild isolates, and also grow branches at the URX dendritic ending like 286 the standard N2 strain (Supplemental Figure 2) . 287 We hypothesized that if the complex branches of URX dendritic tips enhanced 288 oxygen sensation in a manner that was missed by our cellular imaging experiment 289 above, perhaps the oxygen-dependent bordering behavior would be increased in older 290 adults compared to young adults. We compared day one and day four worms of either 673  674  675  676  677  678  679  680  681  682  683  684  685  686  687  688  689  690  691  692  693  694  695  696  697  698  699  700  701  702  703  704  705  706  707  708  709  710  711  712  713  714  715  716  717  718  719  720  721  722  723  724  725  726  727  728 291 N2 or npr-1 loss-of-function backgrounds. Oddly, we found opposing results in these 292 two backgrounds -that is, day four N2 worms bordered slightly more strongly than day 293 one N2 worms, while day four npr-1(lf) worms bordered less strongly than day one npr-294 1(lf) worms ( Figure 5B ). The effect sizes of these differences were small but statistically 295 significant. We interpret these unexpected opposing results to suggest that dendritic 296 branch length/complexity does not correlate with a difference in bordering behavior at 297 these two ages. This is in agreement with our above finding that the URX cellular 298 response to oxygen does not correlate with dendritic branch complexity. Taken 299 together, these sets of experiments indicate that the growth of branched dendritic 300 endings correlates with but does not contribute to oxygen sensation in URX. 729  730  731  732  733  734  735  736  737  738  739  740  741  742  743  744  745  746  747  748  749  750  751  752  753  754  755  756  757  758  759  760  761  762  763  764  765  766  767  768  769  770  771  772  773  774  775  776  777  778  779  780  781  782  783  784   313 knowledge, there is only one other clear example of environmental input directly 314 influencing sensory ending morphology in C. elegans, which is that of the AWB 315 chemosensory neurons [13] . The AWB sensory dendritic ending has been shown to 316 remodel from two finger-like ciliated branches to two fan-like structures in the absence 785  786  787  788  789  790  791  792  793  794  795  796  797  798  799  800  801  802  803  804  805  806  807  808  809  810  811  812  813  814  815  816  817  818  819  820  821  822  823  824  825  826  827  828  829  830  831  832  833  834  835  836  837  838  839  840 336 expanded, whereas in wild type, the complex dendritic outgrowths we see represent a 337 distinct subcellular compartment. Though this idea is speculative, sensory ending 338 compartmentalization has been reported in other C. elegans neurons [38] .
339
URX dendritic branch function 340 In our assays, longer and more complex branches at the URX dendritic tip did 341 not correlate with detectable differences in oxygen sensation as measured at both the 342 cellular and the behavioral level. It remains to be seen then what, if any, consequences 343 branching of the URX dendritic ending has on physiology or behavior in C. elegans. We 344 offer a few hypotheses, though further experimentation is necessary to test these ideas.
345
For one, because dendritic outgrowths would increase the volume of the dendritic 346 ending, this may dilute local secondary messengers including cGMP. At 21% oxygen 347 cGMP is actively and continuously produced in URX [25, 33] . If degradation of cGMP by 348 cellular phosphodiesterases does not completely balance production of cGMP by 349 guanylyl-cyclases, this dilution may represent a homeostatic mechanism by which the 350 cell maintains steady calcium influx levels. Similarly, the increase in plasma membrane 351 could lead to an increased capacitance at the sensory ending, balancing prolonged 352 cation influx to normalize downstream voltage-gated signaling. In these scenarios, we 353 might not expect to see differences in calcium influx at the cell body and/or in behavior 354 between day one and day four adults, because each of these mechanisms serves to 355 normalize the signal that reaches the cell body. 356 Alternatively, the complex dendritic outgrowths may contain sensory transduction 357 molecules other than those already known for oxygen sensation. In this study, we only 841  842  843  844  845  846  847  848  849  850  851  852  853  854  855  856  857  858  859  860  861  862  863  864  865  866  867  868  869  870  871  872  873  874  875  876  877  878  879  880  881  882  883  884  885  886  887  888  889  890  891  892  893  894  895  896 358 examined the localization of the oxygen sensor guanylyl-cyclase GCY-35 and found that 359 in most animals it localized only in its expected position at the anterior tip of the 360 dendritic stalk, rather than in the outgrown branches. Because branch length and 361 complexity did not correlate with oxygen responses, this raises the intriguing possibility 362 that URX may also sense another stimulus, perhaps one that correlates with surface 363 level oxygen in the natural environment of C. elegans. Although to this point URX is only 364 known to sense oxygen, several sensory neurons in C. elegans are polymodal [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] .
365
In regard to this idea, it is notable that URX uniquely expresses several guanylyl-366 cyclases with currently unknown functions including . Although 367 these ideas are only conjecture, it will be interesting to try to deduce a physiological role 368 for branched sensory endings in URX in future studies.
369
In summary, we have shown that the URX sensory neurons in C. elegans grow 370 an elaborate branched structure at their dendritic endings in an activity-dependent 371 manner. In all animals, the ability for neurons to alter aspects of their shape is central to 372 their proper functioning. C. elegans has contributed much to our understanding of the 373 genes and rules involved in the organization and morphogenesis of the nervous system 374 in mammals; thus URX may serve as a powerful system for identifying genes important 375 in activity-dependent shape changes in neurons in higher animals. 
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Dendrites were scored as complex if they had at least one secondary branch that 422 extended ≥5 µm from the primary dendritic stalk ending, and were scored as simple 423 otherwise. We found that in some worms one of the URX neurons would be simple 424 while the other would be complex, and a small number of worms expressed the Pgcy-32::GFP transgene in only one neuron of the URX pair. Therefore we scored each 426 dendrite individually, giving an n of 2 or 1 per animal. Image analysis was performed 427 using ImageJ (NIH). For Figure 1D , dendritic branch length was quantified using the 428 segmented line tool in ImageJ. Pictures were analyzed in pairs to ensure consistent 429 start and end points for branch measurements but blinded to age and condition. To image day one adults, we picked L4 animals expressing the YC2.60 Ca 2+ sensor 24 460 h before imaging. To image day four adults, we picked L4s five days before the assay.
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On the day of the assay 5 -10 worms were glued to agarose pads (2% in M9 buffer, 1 462 mM CaCl 2 ), using Dermabond tissue adhesive, with their body immersed in OP50 463 washed off from a seeded plate using M9 buffer. The animals were quickly covered with 464 a PDMS microfluidic chamber and 7% O 2 pumped into the chamber for 2 min before we 465 began imaging, to allow animals to adjust to the new conditions. Neural activity was 466 recorded for 6 minutes with switches in O 2 concentration every 2 minutes. Bordering assays were performed as previously described [26] . Worms were 478 synchronized by selecting L4-stage hermaphrodites and letting them grow to either day 479 one or day four adults for the assay. For each assay plate, 40 adult worms of the 480 appropriate age were transferred to 6-cm diameter NGM plates that had been seeded 481 two days prior with 200 µl of an overnight OP50 strain bacterial culture. One hour after 482 transfer, the percentage of worms on the bacterial lawn border was calculated. images taken at both time points. Branched endings in worms maintained at high oxygen showed significant growth over these two days (t = 2.5, p<0.05), 716 while those in low oxygen neither grew nor shrank appreciably (t = 1.2, 717 p>0.05). n = 8 for high oxygen conditions, 7 for low oxygen condition. 
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Components of the oxygen-sensing pathway were necessary for dendritic branch 729 elaboration, while stabilization of HIF-1 in the egl-9(sa307) mutant had no effect In all images, anterior is to the left, dorsal is upwards. B.) Examples of simple and complex dendritic ending morphologies in URX in wild-type worms. URX was visualized by expressing a Pgcy-32::GFP transgene, and worms were grown in either high (21%) or low (1%) oxygen until day four of adulthood. Note variable branched morphology of complex dendritic endings. Scale bars in images showing full neuron and inset are 10 µm and 5 µm, respectively. C.) The same individuals were imaged on day one and day four of adulthood to show the growth of branches over time in 21% oxygen. Scale bar is 5 µm. D.) Scoring of dendritic ending morphology in wild-type worms grown and maintained at either high or low oxygen until day four of adulthood. Three independently-derived strains were scored. In this and all similar figures, the number of dendrites scored per condition is shown above each bar. E.) Wild-type worms were reared in high oxygen until day two of adulthood, and then maintained in either high or low oxygen until day four of adulthood, with images taken at both time points. Branched endings in worms maintained at high oxygen showed significant growth over these two days (t = 2.5, p<0.05), while those in low oxygen neither grew nor shrank appreciably (t = 1.2, p>0.05). n = 8 for high oxygen conditions, 7 for low oxygen condition. Statistical significance determined by paired t-test. Membrane depolarization subsequently gates the L-type voltage-gated calcium channel EGL-19. B-C.) URX dendritic ending morphology was scored in worms of the given genotype on day four of adulthood after growth in high oxygen conditions. Components of the oxygen-sensing pathway were necessary for dendritic branch elaboration, while stabilization of HIF-1 in the egl-9(sa307) mutant had no effect on branch growth. Each bar is representative of three independently-derived transgenic strains expressing Pgcy-32::GFP to visualize URX. D.) URX dendritic ending morphology was scored in worms of the given genotype and age. Gain-of-function allele egl-19(gf) refers to the egl-19(n2368) allele. See Supplemental Figure 1 for example photos of the simple endings in the double mutants.
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